A likelihood ratio approach for functional localization in fMRI.
To increase power when analyzing fMRI data, researchers often define functional regions of interest (fROIs). It is crucial that this fROI is defined with an optimal balance between both false positives and false negatives to ensure maximal spatial accuracy and to avoid potentially biased results in the main fMRI experiment. Additionally, since the fROI is defined in each subject separately, the used method should attune to the general level of activation of the individual. We investigate the benefits of the maximized likelihood ratio (mLR) method. This method is based on the likelihood paradigm where likelihood ratios are used to reflect relative statistical evidence in favor of an a priori defined practically relevant alternative hypothesis as compared to the null hypothesis of no activation. Through both simulations and real data, we show that the mLR method provides cumulative evidence for voxels that are active with an effect size that is larger than the one a priori defined in the alternative. Furthermore, an optimal balance between Type I and Type II errors is achieved when the alternative is an underestimation of the true effect size. The mLR method is compared with false discovery rate corrected null hypothesis significance testing and regular likelihood ratio testing. It performs as good as or outperformed both methods in both detection of practically relevant voxels and the trade- off between false positives and false negatives. The mLR method provides fROIs that are both spatially accurate and practically relevant.